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Abstract 
In this paper, we prove constructively two approximative versions of the superposition theorem of Kolmogorov 
(19631, corresponding to Lorentz (1962) and Sprecher (1965). The proofs are constructive in the sense that only 
rationals, expressible as finite decimal sums, are used. The approximations consist in algorithms with error bounds. 
Concerning their complexity, the two results differ in the way the occurring sequences are constructed: recursively, 
respectively explicitly. 
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1. Introduction 
Kolmogorov [l] showed in his superposition theorem that every continuous function f of IZ 
variables: n > 2, defined on the unit n-cube [0, I]“, is representable by continuous functions c#+,~ 
and g,, in the form 
2n 
” f( Xl T l - l , q) = 
= F gq 4,&p) ’ 1 (1) q o p=l I 
where the inner functions &,q are monotonically increasing and independent of f. 
Later improvements yielded a reduction of the number of functions in (1): Lorentz [2] proved 
that only one single function g can be used instead of the functions g,. Sprecher [4] replaced 
the functions 4iq by A,+, with constants A,,, which are linear independent over the rational 
numbers. Thus (1) becomes 
2n 
” f( -9 ,“‘,.qJ = g 
c lz 
Ap4J-g l 
I 
(2) 
q=o p=l 
l e-mail: nees@ mi.uni-erlangen.de. 
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With a real A, independent of f, Sprecher [4] showed the further improvement of (1): 
Zn n 
f( x 1,===&) = g 
= ix 
~p4,(Xp) +q l 
q o p=l I 
(3) 
Let C(P) denote the Banach space of real-valued continuous functions defined on In, 
where Z = [Q, I]_ with the uniform norm ]I l 11%. For a compact subset S of W”, we set 
diam( S) := sup{ I] z - z’ I] : z, z’ E S). 
From the proofs of the different versions of Kolmogorov’s superposition theorem, Sprecher [S] 
enucleated as the common core the following lemma. 
hmma 1.1. (A) Let {S$, . . . , St,,), k E N, q = 0, l . . , 2n, be families of closed n-cubes with the 
follouving properties : 
(a) S,“$S,“, = $8 whener-er r z t; 
(b) diam(S$,) --) 0 as k + m; 
(c) for each’ value of k, euery point of I” belongs to at least n + 1 n-cubes S,k I. 
(B) Let I& E C( I’?, q = 0,. . . , 2n, be functions endowed with the property’ that Q!&(S~,~> n 
$&S&J = fl wheneller + t, for all q and k. 
Then each fiuzction f E C( I”) can be represented in the form 
Zn 
q=o 
where the @nctions g, are continuous. 
In Kolmogorov’s proof, the functions &,4 in (1) are obtained as the limit of a sequence of 
recursively constructed piecewise linear functions +i,, k E M, and the functions g, are 
constructed as the limits of series zrfgq.r, r E N, with piecewise linear functions g,,,. These two 
limit processes are connected by compactness arguments which use the assumption (A)(b) of 
Lemma 1.1 and are not constructive The functions g and 44 in (2) and (3) are obtained in a 
similar way. In (21, the linear inpedendence of the A, over the rational numbers implies the 
irrationality of all constants except one. 
The assumptions (A)(a) and (B) of Lemma 1.1 are used to define the functions g,, while 
(Ak) is needed for the convergence of the limit processes. 
The attempt to avoid the nonconstructive arguments leads to the approximative versions of 
Kolmogorov’s superposition theorem, presented in this paper. 
2, Main results 
Theorem 2.1 states an approximative version of (2) for n = 2, A I = 1 and A, = A E R \ Q!. We 
replace the irrational number A by a sequence (A, Jk of rational numbers and each continuous 
function 4, by a sequence (@, of piecewise linear functions. These sequences will be 
constructed recursively. 
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Let J2,(h! := max{ I f(x) -f(Y) I: Vx, x’ E [a, b]“, II x -x’ 112 G h) denote the modulus of 
continuity of a function f : [a, b]” + II%. Under a constructively known 0, we mean that 
constructive information on the decay 0,(h) + 0, as h + 0, is available, e.g., for f HGlder-con- 
tinuous. 
Theorem 2.1. l’here exist a sequence of 5-tuples of continuous functions 4,: : I + R, q E (0,. . . ,4}, 
k E N,, and a sequence (A, )k E N,, of rational numbers, such that for fixed 8 E I$, l[ and for all 
continuous functions f E C( I 2, with constructively known R,, there exist a sequence (g,), E N of 
continuous functions g, on [0, 21 and a Tubsequence (k,), of (k), with the property that for the 
subsequence (c@: q E (0, . . . ,4)), of (4:: q E (0, . . . , 4)), and the subsequence (A,, 1, of ( h, Jk the 
following error estimate holds, for all R E N and all (x, y 1 E I 2: 
f(x9 Y) - i [ 2 g,(4+> +$4$(Y)) II G eR II f II zc) (5) q=o r=l 
where the subsequence (k,), depends not only on the function f, but also on the constant 8. Mile 
the sequence (g,) is constructed explicitly, the sequences (4$) and ( $) are constructed 
recursively. 
Theorem 2.1 extends to arbitrary dimensions 12 if we modify the definitions of the occurring 
tinctions suitably. The following theorem states an approximative version of (3) and holds for 
every dimension n, automatically. The replacement of the real A and the continuous functions 
&,k by appropriate sequences of rationals respectively functions turns out to be much easier 
than the one of Theorem 2.1. 
Theorem 2.2. Let n E N, n > 2, be faed. There exist a sequence of (2n + I)-tuples of continuous 
functions 4,. k* I-, R, q E{O,..., 24, k E &, such that for fixed 9 E]n/(n + 11, l[ and for all 
continuous functions f E C( I”) with constructirvely known R,, there exists a sequence (g,), E F,J of 
continuous functions g, on [0, 2n -t- l] and a subsequence (k,), of (k Jk with the property that fol 
the subsequence (4:~ q E (0,. . . ,2n}), of (4:: q E (0,. . . , 2n)), the following error estimate holds 
for all R E N and all (x,, . . . , x,,) E I”: 
f( Xl , . . . , xr,) -- E [ egr( i (io-~~~)~~~~(~~)+q)]~~e~llf ilX, (6) 
(I=0 r=l p=l 
with 6 := min{m > lg,&rl + 1): m E N}, where the subsequence (k,), depends not only on the 
function f, but also on the constant 8. All occurring sequences are constructed explicitly. 
Both theorems are based on the following approximative version of Lemma 1.1. 
kx%a 2.3. (A) Let {Si,!, . . . , A’$}, k E N, q = 0,. . . , 211, be families of closed n-cubes with the 
following properties : 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
S& n Si,, = fl whenez?er r # t ; 
diam( Si,,) --) 0 as k -B 00; 
for each value of k , every point of I” belongs to at least 11 + 1 11 -cubes St,, . 
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CB) Let Q!+C(I”), q=O,..., 2n. k E N be frrnctions endowed with the property that @( Si,r ) 
r, #;(s,“.~) = fl whenerer ( p, r) + (q, t ), for ,111 k fired. 
(C) Let 8 ~]n/(n + l), l[ and jE C( I”) with known 0,. 
Then, there exist a sequence (k,), of integers and functions g, E C([ A,, B, I) with A r := 
min(@( z ): z E I”, q = 0, . . . ,2n) and B, := max{ #$( z ): z E I”, q = 0, . . . ,2n} such that for all 
REN and (x ,, . . . , x,~) E I” the following error estimate holds: 
Proof. We prove (7) by induction on R. For every R E N, let 
211 
h, == c g,o @;R; 
Cl = 0 
further, 
f, :=f and fR:=f - Rcihr_ 
r=l 
Then, the recursion 
A?+, =fR-hR, for all REN, 
holds. We show 
II .fRt ! II x d OR II f II X? 
which is equivalent to (7). 
We set E := 8 -n/(n + 1) and for all k E NJ, 
mk := max( II z - Z’ II 2: z, z’ E St,;, Vi, q}, z;,~ is the midpoint of So i’ . 
Put R= 1. 
(8 For continuous f, the modulus of continuity 0, possesses the property n,(t) --) 0 as 
t + 0. Therefore an index k, is determined, such that ’ 
fif( m,,) G E II f II %a 
For all z, z’ E I” with II z -z‘ II 2 G mkl, we get the estimate 
If(z)-f(z’)l +(mk,)dIf IL. 
(ii) With the index k, from (i) we define a piecewise linear 
1 
g, I l!+(S~~) := ~fl(z~~i)7 vi= l,ea.,fk,r 
gl( A,) :=g, min CL,:‘(Z): Z E U S,“.‘i 
i 1 
, 
q.i )I 
#PI: z E U St.: , 
q.i 
(11) 
function g, on [A,,B,] by 
(13) 
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and linear continuation on [A,, I?,]\{ lJ ,,i+~~(S~,#J { A ,, B,}). Hence g, is continuous with 
II g, II 33 < II fl II m/h + 1). 
(iii) We choose an arbitrary z E I”. By assumption (A)(c), there exist n + 1 n-cubes S$ with 
z E St,: which will be denoted by S~,~i, for t = 1,. . . , n + 1. Let qr with t = n + 2,. . . ,2n $ 1 be 
the remaining q E (0, . . . , 2n). By use of the triangular inequality and (12) we get 
1 
< n(n+lkllfl IL+nIIgl IL=~llfll~+ ~llfll~=~llfll~. 
Step from R to R + 1. 
(iv) For a piecewise linear function p : [a, b] --) R, defined by the points 
Yi=f(xi), for all i=O,...,n, 
and linear continuation, where a =x0 <xl < - . - <x, = & forms a subdivision of [a, b] and the 
values yo, . . . , y,, are real, we can estimate numerically the modulus of continuity 0, as follows: 
q?(h) < max 
P(x,d -P(xk) : k = o 
y..., 
X/c+1 -X/c 
for all h < I 6 - a I. 
(v) For r= l,..., R, we have indices k, and piecewise linear functions g, such that (10) is 
satisfied. By (14), 
.n,r(t) G G*t (15) 
holds for every r = 1, . . . , R, where G, denotes the maximal absolute gradient of the piecewise 
linear function g,.. Using (8), we can estimate the modulus of continuity of fR _ i by 
R 2n 
R,+, <a,+ c c %,v+* 
r=l 9=0 
(16) 
By the same argument as in (i) we can choose an index kK+,, which satisfies the inequalities 
.Rf(mkRtl) G $EBR II f II 29 [17) 
ceR 
GrL’k,+, G (2n + 1)2’+’ Ilfllz, h= L***J, 
where tik ‘= max{ 1 $,“(z) - $l< 2’) 1: 11 z - z’ 11 2 < mk) q = 0,. . . , 2n). Using the definition of the 
modulus of continuity, we get the inequality ogr o 4kr(mk) < fi$,hk) and, in combination with 
(1%(18), the estimate 
4 
< &eR II f IL + (211 + 1) 5 
EeR 
r=l (2n + 1)2’+’ If “= 
=~~fVfll~ i 2-~-kEeVf112. 
r=O 
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(vi) Analogously to (ii) we define with the index k,, , a piecewise linear function g,, , on 
]A R+ ,, ER+ r]. Thus g, + , is continuous with 
(vii) Similar arguments as in (iii) with (19) and (20) lead to the estimate 
&+2W =~.&4+r(i)- ‘E’s,+,(~:~+W)- Y’ a.+&W)~ 
I=1 r=Pf+2 
~.R/J%J+n]l&+, 113: 
< EP II f II x: + ~e~llfll~=e~~~lI/II~. (21) 
This completes the proof. q 
Remarks. (a) The midpoints .z$ of Sf; can be replaced by any arbitrary point z E Si; without 
changing the inequality in (21) and hence the proof of Lemma 2.3. 
(b) The existence of functions (ti,” follows from the proof of Lemma 1.1, if we put +i :=eQ 
for all k E N with the functions $q which are defined in the proof of the superposition 
theorem. 
(c) Because we have determined an appropriate index k,, , in the (R + l)th step in Lemma 
2.3 by the use of a numerical estimation of the modulus of continuity, the restrictions of g, on 
the image +:4 I”) have to be continuous for all r = I,. , . , R. Hence the functions I@ have to 
be continuous, too. 
(d) If we substitute in the definition of the functions g, the intervals [A,, B,] by an interval 
[A, B] which contains all intervals [A,, II,], the rest of the proof would not change. 
3. Proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 starts with the following definition. 
Definition 3.1. Let the closed intervals 
1; := [c(, py, with ak:=j. lo-““+ l0-k, pf:=i. lo-k+’ +9. lfl~“, 
1,“1:=[Cz;;,Bqki] =(I,“-29*10-k)fV 
be given for all HEN, i=O ,..., lo”-’ and q=O ,..., 4, and denote 
points of the intervals 14 with fixed indices k and q. The interval 
contains an end point of U IC k Bi; if 1:; n U ,< A !I: is empty, we 
by Si the set of all end 
1:; is of first kind, if it 
call I”. of second w kind . 
Further we define the squares Siij := Iii x Iij and denote by ziij the midpoint of Sitj and by 
mk := max( Il(x, y) - (x’, y’)lI 2: Wq, i, j and W, Y), (x’, Y’) E S$j) 
the maximal distance of two points in an arbitrary square S~ij. Finally we set K()~ := 0 for 4 + 0 
and Q,: := 1 for q = 0. 
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The next lemma, due to Lorentz [3], shows that the Ski,, defined above, satisfy assumption 
(A) of Lemma 2.3. 
Lemma 3.2 (Lorentz [3]). (a) The intewal l,k with i = 10k-! is dbjoinr to I. 
(b) For aN I <k, the sets U &J#\(O, 11 and U ~=uB,k\(O, 1) are disjoint. 
(c) For all k, q and i, the intercal I$ is of Jwsr or of second kind. 
(d) For eEe!ery k E N and ecety x E I, there txirts at most one q E (0,. . . ,4) such that x E I \ 
u ;“-‘,,‘-%p!. 
(e) For euery k E N end fs; every (x, y) E I 2. there exist at most twu indices q, q’ E (0,. . . ,4] 
SUCh rhUt ix, Y) E r*\ U ~,~=o -““oS~ij and (x, v) E I 2\ U ,I,~ld--l~S~,ij. 
Because of Lemma 3.2(a) we always set i = 0,. . . , lo“-’ - ~~~ for fixed k. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We choose for the families {Sk 4,,, . . . , S&l in Lemma 2.3 those given in [3] 
as in Definition 3.1. With the aid of the subintervals Z$ in Definition 3.1, we construct 
recursively functions c$$ on I by modifying the construction of the 6, in [3] and replace 
simultaneously the irrational A by a sequence of rational numbers Ak, such that the 4,” and the 
A, have the following properties. 
(Al) For all DECO,..., 4) and k E N,, holds: t#$ : I --, 1. 
(A2) For all ~E(O, .+ ., 4) and k E N, holds: ~$,k is a strictly increasing piecewise linear 
function. 
(A3) The sequence (A,), is monotone increasing with (1 + Ak)4,k(l) < &:+ JOI for all 4 E 
IO,..., 3} and k E IV,. 
(A41 For all k E N holds: the intervals Ak,,(ll,), defined by 
$jj( A,) := [ d+;j) +Akdi(atj)? 4a(Pii) +Ak$t(P$)]y 
are pairwise disjoint for all 4 E (0,. . . ,4) and i, i E (0,. . . , 10k-’ - q,J. 
(A5) For all 4 G {O, . . . ,4) and k f N holds: 
#O) = &#N !?:(V = #Cl)9 
(ri(*Li)=4:(aki), ~~(pbi)=~~(p:i), Wl<k, ViE(0....,10’-‘-KUIS. 
(A61 For all q E (0,. _. ,4), k E N, and i E (0,. . . , 10k-’ - K~,$ holds: A,, ~:(cY$), 
Q,, where Q denotes the rational numbers, expressible as finite decimal sums. 
Then the functions JI,“, defined by 
$;(x, Y):=~;(~)+A,#:(Y)Y v(x, +I’, 
satisfy assumption (B) of Lemma 2.3 because of (A4). Hence Theorem 2.1 follows from Lemma 
2.3. 
Construction of the functions 4: and of the constants A k. The functions 4: and the numbers 
h, will be constructed simultaneously and by induction on k. Let Mk be the maximal number 
of decimals of the values of (A6). 
(i) For k = 0 and all 4 E (0,. , . , 41, we define the piecewise linear functions #): by 
&b’(O) := 34, l#(l) := &(q + 1) - $j, 
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and linear continuation on the rest of I. Put (Y$ = 0 and p,“, = 1. Then it follows that 
&,(O) -t@(l) =0.02 for all (I E{O ,..., 3). Setting A,:= 0.01, the properties (Al)-(A6) are 
satisfied with M, = 2. 
(ii) For k = 1, we construct the new piecewise linear functions &, from the piecewise linear 
functions 4,” in two steps. 
Firs; .step. Construction of piecewise linear functions 4: for q = 0,. . . ,4. For q = 0, define 
&(O) := &z(O), &$I) := &( 11, & 1 l(: := $[ &( 1) - &(O)] and for q E { 1, . . . ,4}, define &, 1 p,, := 
#(O) and & I l;, := #( 1). In both cases, we continue linearly on the rest of I. 
Obviously, the values #,< C$ 1 lie in Q, with M, = 2 for all q E (0, .. . ,4} and all i E (0, 1). 
Put A, := h, = 0.01. By the construction of &, it follows, that c$,@,~> #&i(aij> for all i #j. 
Thus for all q E (0, . . . , 4) and all i, j, m, n E (0, 1) with (i, j) # (m, n) holds 
8i((Yii)+Ai4t( ~~j)#~fi([Yjlm)+h~~jl((ll~,). (22) 
By calculating we get 
qE (o,..., 4), i, j, m, n E (0, 1) with (i, j) # (m, n)}. 
Put Ei := 0.2 - 1Om3 E Q,; then the 2E,-neighbouihoods of the points i~((Yfii) + AlJfi(LYfij) are 
disjoint. 
Second step. We define the piecewise linear functions 4f, by the points 
and 
#(O) := dggO)P 4;( B&) := &:( P&J + El 9 
4;(l) := 4,0(1)7 @A( c&J := &( a&) - q 9 
&~(Ly~J:=~fi((YfiJ --El, q= l,..., 4, 
linear continuaxn on the rest of I. We get M, = 5 and (Al)-(A6) are obviously satisfied. 
(iii) Step from K to k + 1. We construct the piecewise linear functions 4,“’ ’ from 4,” in two 
steps, too. From the k th step we know the following values, for all q E (0, . . . ,4} and I G k: 
A,, Mk, 4qk(aii), ~~(p~i), forall i~{O,...,lO’-l-~Oq}. 
First step. Construction of the piecewise linear functions 4:’ ‘. (a) For all q E {(.A. . . ,4), 
I<k+ 1 and iE{O,...,lO1-l-K~~},we define 
~~+‘((y~i) := ~~((y~i) and &qk+‘(pfii) := 4i(Pjli). 
(b) We define the values of if * on the set ,:+I. If the interval lii+l = [a$+ ‘, p,k+‘l is of 
first kind, we select a -y E U I_.k+lBi with (Y,“+’ ~y@,k+* and take 
&$+‘(a,“+‘) := g(y). 
If the interval ‘g”i’ = [a,“+ ‘, p$+ ‘1 is of second kind, we determine adjacent y, y’ E U I < k + 1 BJ 
with y < Ly~i+ ’ < p,“i+’ < 7’. Then we set 
Next, it follows 
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If we designate by [x]o the integer part of x > 0, we define 
~1;+l(LY~+I):~~~+1(~)+5((y~+l -6) 4:ff)~;:(2*OMk+’ 
[ I 
lo-&-3 . 
G 
In both cases, we set &~“(p~: I) := @+ ‘<(Y$+ *j.
For each fixed q, the intervals I$+’ 
Ik+l 
I”“,_ 9 - * - ’ q.10 
;Gints x < c$.+’ 
because 
%d x E Bk+‘. 
the 
have to be considered in the fixed order I,k,+ I,
intervals of second kind need values of @+I on 
(c) From the constructi& fohows 6,“’ ‘((Y:+ ‘) E Q, with Mk < tik+ I I Mk + 3 + k, where 
‘k+l denotes the maximal number of decimals of 6: + ‘(a:+ ’ 1. 
(d) Put A,+ L = Ak + lomMk+‘; then A, < A,+ I < 0.02 holds. We have to prove the following 
statement: 
@+‘(a$+‘) + A k+i@++-$;‘) #&;+‘(CXyk;l) +A,+,@+‘(~y;;i), 
forall i, j, m,n~(O ,..., 10k-~,,,}with(i, j)#(m,n). (23) 
Because of 4q -k+l(~$+‘) z $,“+‘(a$~‘), for all i #j, it follows immediately that (23) holds, for all 
(i, j) # (m, n) with i = m or j = n. We shall show the remaining case with i #m and j #n 
indirectly. Assumption: there exist pairs (i, j), (m, n) with i z m, j #n and 
&qk+l(Ct$+l) +Ak+,~,k+l(CX~,+) =$+‘((~;;l) +h,+,@+‘(ru$‘). (2%.) 
By (c), we can represent the values in (241 as follows: 
‘%+I 
J;+‘(q) = rF1 u,lO-r, J;+i(&;r) = M$10’, 
r=l 
$-,k+$q) = %lcJO-r. @+l(*;k$l) = f&Jo’, 
r=l r=l 
Mk+l 
A k+, = c l,lO-‘. 
r=l 
First, we obtain from (241, 
o= Mc’(a, 
Mk+, 
-C,)lo-‘+A,+, c (byd,)lo-‘, 
r=l r=l 
where both sums over r do not vd.. c ish due to the construction of q$ + *. 
(25) 
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From O<b,, d,<9 we get ~9<6,-d,,<9, for all SE(~,...,&+~}. We now consider the 
sum from r=k&+, + 1 to 2Mk+l in (25). Choosing the summand with r = 2/&+ I, we get the 
equality vf bak+ Land ditik +, because of Zbjk +, = 1. 
With bk+, =dQk+,, the summand for r = 21& + , - 1 yields ( bQk +, _ 1 - d, ,)1O*‘k+1-‘, and 
with (25) it follows bag+,_, =dMk+,_,. Continuing with the summands from’; = 21ik + 1 - 2 to 
r= &.+,+lyieldsb,=d, forall SE{l,...,&+,},andhence ~~+‘(Lu~~*)=~~+!(CW,k,:l).This 
is a contradiction to the construction of @+I, and therefore (23) is proved. - 
(e) By construction of 4:+ 1 follows 
10eMk+l <min {I[cj;+*(a$+*) +An+*~~+‘(a~;*)] - [$qk+*(a;;*) +Ak+li:+*(a;:l)](: 
4 E (0 ,..., 41, i, j, n, m, E (0 ,..., 10k-~,,) and (i, j) + (m, n)}. 
Let us choose Q+~ = 0.2 - lO-‘~+~ E Q,. Hence the 2~+ l 
6: + ‘((Y:: ‘) + h, + ,$ + ‘(a:,.+ ‘1 are disjoint. 
-neighbourhoods of the points 
Second step. We define the piecewise linear function ,t+’ by the points 
&t+‘(y) :=$+1(Y), Vy~u B’ !<k+1 q’ 
~~+*(~p) :=&;+:((yy) -Q+1, &,“+1 #;t, 
cg+*(p;;*) :=(byk+‘(p$y +Q+*, vp$+’ f 1, 
and linear continuation on the rest of I. Then we have Mk+ 1 = A& + 1 + 1, and (Al)-(A6) are 
satisfied. 
We show that ~!~=max(IIG-,k(z)-~~(z”i:il z-z’!12<mk, q=O,...,4) can be estimated 
numerically from above. By (A3), it holds for ail 4 = 1,. . . ,3, 
@$l* 1) =(l +A#(l) -b;+*(o) ((1+&)4;+*(o) =+;+*p, 0). 
Thus, there exist subintervals Uq of [0, 21 with the properties 
U4”U”=@, Vq+p and Ai;j(h,)cLI,, Wi, j. 
Further, from the continuity of #l, it follows ~7~ + 0 for mk + 0. Geometrical considerations 
and the monotony of 4: yield the estimLte 
‘k G max(*i(Pi,i,Y pqk,i,) - $t(ai,j,9 aqk,jz): 4 E (07*** Y4)9 
. 
O<i,-j@, iP,jpE (0,...,10k-‘-K,,},v~=1,2}, 
where the right-hand side tends to zero for mk -+ 0. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. We generalize the definition of the families {Iqki} of subintervals of I, 
given in Definition 3.1, for arbitrary n 2 2. We set 
S := min(m 2 lg,,2(2n + 1): m E N) 
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and define the intervals 
Jk := [a:, $!I, with cy! := l()(-k+l)“(i + I()-‘), pf := l()(-kf”6((i + 1) - lo-“) 
J$ := [ (Y:~, Eli] = (JF - 2~~10~~~) fI I, 
for all k E N, i = 0, . . . , 10tk- ‘Is and q = 0,. . . , 2n. For n = 2, we obtain the intervals Iii of 
Definition 3.1. By means of the intervals J$ we define n-cubes S$,, . . . ,i, by 
sti, i :=J~,i,XJ~,i,X l ** XJi,in, WkEN, q=0,...,2n. L 
These famihls of n-cubes possess the properties (Ai( of Lemma 2.3, where (a) and (b) are 
easily seen from the definition, while (c) follows by induction on n. 
For all k E No, we define the piecewise linear functions 4: by 
q!$(O) := 0, &(I) := 1, 
and linear 
properties. 
(i) The 
(ii) The 
(iii) The 
continuation on the rest of I. Then, the functions 4: possess the following 
images &,“( J,“i> are pairwise disjoint for all i with fixed k and q. 
functions #$ : I + I are continuous for all k and q. 
functions tiq : I” + IR, defined by 
n 
~~(xl,...,xn) := c (lo-k”)p-‘+~(Xp) fq, (26) 
p= 1 
are continuous for all q, k and all (x,, . . . , x,) E I”. The images cG.,k( Si,i,,. _. ,inJ are pairwise 
disjoint for all q, i,, . . . , ,,, i 
holds g 0 q?; E C(Y). 
because 0 < (Yqki < 1 holds for all q, i, k. Further for all g E C(R) 
Anaiogous considerations as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 lead to the estimate 
i,, jpE(O ,..., 10’k-l’“-Ko,},!fp=l ,..., n}, 
where w is given by min{ a > 0.86 + 2: a E N}. 
Applying Lemma 2.3 to the functions &., , ’ defined in (261, and the n-cubes Sq,i ,,..., i, 
completes the proof of Theorem 2.2. •I 
Remark. Because of their constructive nature, the proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 yield 
algorithms, carried out by error-free computation. 
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